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Inspired by recent demonstrations of metasurfaces in achieving reduced versions of electromagnetic
cloaks, we propose and experimentally demonstrate source illusion devices to manipulate flexural waves
using metasurfaces. The approach is particularly useful for elastic waves due to the lack of form invariance
in usual transformation methods. We demonstrate compact and simple-to-implement metasurfaces for
shifting, transforming, and splitting a point source. The effects are measured to be broadband and robust
against a change of source positions, with agreement from numerical simulations and the Huygens-Fresnel
theory. The proposed method is potentially useful for applications such as nondestructive testing,
high-resolution ultrasonography, and advanced signal modulation.
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The ability to make objects invisible has captured our
imagination since ancient times and has become reachable
very recently due to the appearance of metamaterials [1]
together with transformation optics [2–5]. A family of more
general illusion effects has also been established based on
the transformation approach. Either scattering [6,7] or
source radiation [8] can be transformed to prescribed target
patterns. Furthermore, the transformation approach has
been extended to control acoustic waves [9–11] and heat
flows [12–14]. Although some elastic cloaks have been
studied and designed with approximations [15,16], the
transformation method, together with elastic metamaterials
[17–22], is nonuniversal to manipulate elastic waves, as the
governing equation in elastodynamics (i.e., the Navier
equation) cannot keep its form under a general coordinate
transformation [23], unless further approximations [24] are
applied or the proposed Willis media [25] can be realized
and employed with a complex cross-coupling response. It
makes the application of the transformation approach on
elastic waves nontrivial and more generic illusion appli-
cations, which may use negative-index metamaterials with
unavoidable loss and fabrication issues, very challenging.
On the other hand, the recently proposed metasurface

[26–33], a kind of artificial sheet material with subwave-
length-scaled patterns and thickness, can modulate wave
fronts on demand through specific boundary conditions.
The metasurface approach shows the simplicity in fabri-
cation with a low-loss, compact form factor but without
losing the extreme functionality of bulk metamaterials. It
has already been demonstrated as an effective way to
manipulate wave fronts in both optics and acoustics,
including generating an anomalous refraction or reflection,
arbitrary surface plasmon profiles, high-efficiency holo-
grams [26–32], and even an ultrathin invisibility cloak
[33,34], which is a simplified version of a carpet cloak
originally using bulk metamaterials in the transformation
approach [35]. Therefore, the extension of metasurfaces to

elastic waves is expected to be very effective to demonstrate
nontrivial wave phenomena, which associate with richer
physics [20–22] due to its more degrees of freedom than
acoustic and electromagnetic counterparts and a wide range
of potential applications in nondestructive testing, medical
ultrasonography, and earthquake resistance in civil engi-
neering [18,36–40]. Until very recently, Zhu and
Semperlotti [41] have presented the first experimental
demonstration of elastic metasurfaces to achieve the
anomalous refraction of guided waves in solids, based
on a “cross-polarization” conversion (from symmetric S0 to
antisymmetric A0 mode) with a transmission efficiency
around 18%, comparing to the theoretical maximum
efficiency 25% in the case of electromagnetic waves
[42,43]. A higher transmission efficiency, together with a
suitable design framework, will be an enabling key to a
much wider range of applications of elastic metasurfaces.
In this Letter, we develop a theoretical framework and

experimental realization of source illusion devices using
elastic metasurfaces. Our approach requires neither the
fore-mentioned form invariance of elastodynamics nor bulk
metamaterials with negative indices yet allows us to
demonstrate a series of all-angle elastic illusion effects.
Figure 1(a) shows a schematic diagram illustrating the
design strategy. The target wave profile, living in the virtual
space, is described by its phase profile ϕtarðx; yÞ [left-hand
side of Fig. 1(a)]. At the moment, we neglect the con-
tribution of the amplitude profile for simplicity. Suppose
that we have an original source, with a wave field
characterized by its phase ϕoriðx; yÞ, and a ring-type
metasurface with the phase discontinuity of ϕtar − ϕori,
being evaluated at the location of the metasurface, will turn
this original incident field into an arbitrary target profile
[right-hand side of Fig. 1(a)]. A photograph of a metasur-
face sample is shown in Fig. 2(a) as well. By doing this, an
observer outside the metasurface (the black dashed circle)
finds the same target field pattern in the physical space as
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designed in the virtual space. Next, the phase discontinuity
can be achieved by a particular metasurface design, which
should cover an entire phase change of 2π with a preferably
unit transmission amplitude. A previous design [41] uti-
lized resonant unit cells with mode conversion from S0
mode to A0 mode to achieve a full coverage of 2π, which
leads to low power of transmitted waves. In light of this, we
design elastic metasurfaces with negligible mode conver-
sion [44,28–30] based on the zigzag structures. Figure 1(a)
shows the schematic of our design to realize the phase
discontinuity. Each unit cell of the ring-type metasurface
consists of a curved thin bar with identical width d and
height of turns h. It modulates the propagation phase of the
guided asymmetric Lamb wave (A0 mode) within a 3-mm-
thick acrylic plate.
To illustrate its working mechanism, Fig. 1(b) shows

simulations of the out-of-plane displacement field, which
corresponds to the A0 mode Lamb wave, produced by
different heights h of three-turn unit cells. The wave is
restricted to propagate along a zigzag path shaped by the
unit cell. By increasing the height of turns h, we can
increase the phase discontinuity Δϕ of transmitted waves
due to the increase of the total path length. In consequence,
the crests of the wave profiles (dashed black lines) in the
transmission side gradually shift to the left. Figure 1(c)
describes the phase discontinuity Δϕ (black lines) and the
amplitude of transmitted A0 waves jtj (red lines) of unit
cells versus h with the chosen geometric parameters of
d ¼ 1 mm, l ¼ 15 mm, and H ¼ 5.89 mm at 8 and 9 kHz.
It is worth noting that the average value of jtj is over 0.85

with respect to the incident A0 wave, corresponding to a
transmission power above 72%. The high transmission of
power into the curved thin bar is due to the existence of
the evanescent mode on the interface to have better
impedance matching, in contrary to the scalar acoustic
case [45]. It infers that this unit cell can redirect the wave
front without significant reflected waves. It enables the
illusion effects demonstrated in this work. Moreover, the
phase discontinuity Δϕ can keep its monotonic trend
against h and a full coverage of 2π with a broadband
range of frequency (8 and 9 kHz as examples).
As the first example, an illusion device for shifting the

position of a wave source virtually, termed as a source
shifter, is constructed, with its effect schematically shown in
Fig. 2(b). Previous illusion optical devices [8] are composed
of bulk materials with inhomogeneous parameters, resulting
from the transformation approach. Here we achieve the
illusion effect using a ring-shape metasurface to shift the
source horizontally by a distanceΔS to the left. Suppose we
take a special case where a physical source at origin (0,0) is
shifted to a virtual one at (−ΔS,0). The shifting action of the
metasurface, of radius R, has to satisfy phase discontinuity
as a function of azimuthal angle θ, given by

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of making illusions using metasurfaces.
The target profile is achieved by the combination of the original
profile and the phase discontinuity caused by metasurface.
The unit cell is enlarged and dimensioned in the right part.
(b) Simulated out-of-plane displacement field produced by
different heights h of three-turn unit cells. Crests of transmitted
waves (black dashed lines) shift left with the increase of h,
inferring the increase of phase discontinuity. (c) Phase disconti-
nuity Δϕ (black lines) and amplitude of transmitted waves jtj
(red lines) as a function of h. Dashed and solid lines correspond to
the results at 8 and 9 kHz, respectively.

FIG. 2. (a) Source shifter. (b) Expected profile of the source
shifter. The physical point source at the center (black circular
point with arrows) is shifted horizontally to the left by
ΔS ¼ 25 mm. Crests of the target pattern are plotted as gray
lines. (c) The normalized amplitude of the experimentally
measured A0 wave field at 12 kHz. (d) Experimentally measured
wave field at 10 kHz. (e) Experimentally measured wave field at
12 kHz; the source is placed at (25, 0) mm. In (c)–(e), crests of the
theoretical patterns are plotted based on the Huygens-Fresnel
theory as dashed gray lines accordingly.
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ϕtar − ϕori ¼
2π

λ
ðR0 − RÞ; ð1Þ

where R0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðR cos θ þ ΔSÞ2 þ ðR sin θÞ2
p

and λ is the
working wavelength in the acrylic plate. Here, we set
R ¼ 57 mm, ΔS ¼ 25 mm, and λ ¼ 26.0 mm (at 12 kHz).
Then the metasurface with 48 unit cells possessing the
required phase change is designed and fabricated. Detailed
geometric parameters of the unit cells (with photographs)
are provided in Ref. [45]. The out-of-plane velocity field
is measured by a laser scanning vibrometer (Polytec PSV-
400). Detailed experimental procedures are provided in
Ref. [45]. Figure 2(c) shows the full-field experimental
results. Inside the ring, it is the circular wave front expected
from the point source before the transformation. Circular
wave fronts are also measured outside the metasurface,
centered at about 25.2 mm on the left of the exciting point
source, which is very close to the target value 25 mm. The
ripples can be improved by using smaller unit cells or
optimizing the structural units to reduce multiple reflections
in the core of metasurface [45].
To illustrate the robustness of our metasurface, Fig. 2(d)

shows the normalized wave field at another frequency,
10 kHz. Apart from the change of wavelength from 26.0
to 28.7 mm, a similar wave pattern, wave fronts with a
common center, is still found to match the target one
(presented as dashed gray lines), with an illusion about
shifting the point source horizontally to the left by 27.5 mm.
More interestingly, if we place the source at some other
locations, e.g., (x0, 0), the wave fronts outside are still found
to have the shifted common center at around (x0 − ΔS, 0). It
works well from x0 ¼ −20 to 30 mm, with a correlation
coefficient larger than 0.55, in measuring the similarity
between the target and resultant pattern [45]. Figure 2(e)
presents the measured wave pattern for a particular case,
x0 ¼ 25 mm, where the common center is found at the
origin. Based on the Huygens-Fresnel diffraction theory, the
wave profile outside the metasurface can be calculated, with
crests plotted as dashed gray lines in Fig. 2(e), coinciding
with the experimental result. The resultant wave front has a
small deviation from circular shape near the metasurface,
with a detailed analysis given in Ref. [45]. The associated
numerical simulations of the experimental configurations in
Fig. 2 are provided in more detail in Ref. [45].
Our elastic metasurfaces can also be used to transform a

point source to a prescribed target wave front. Here we
impart an additional angular momentum [26] to the point
source as an intuitive example. The observer outside
perceives it as a point source with a spiral wave front.
In this case, the phase discontinuity should be simply as

ϕtar − ϕori ¼ Lθ þ ϕ0 ð2Þ

with L being the additional angular momentum (integer)
and ϕ0 being an arbitrary constant. We set L ¼ 6,

R ¼ 60 mm, and the operating frequency at 8 kHz; the
metasurface can be designed and fabricated with a similar
procedure [45]. Figure 3(a) shows the full wave simulations
of the A0 mode wave field excited by a point source at the
center, and Fig. 3(b) illustrates the corresponding exper-
imental results. In the external region of the metasurface,
the cylindrical wave shapes into a spiral with evenly
distributed six branches. All branches are centered at the
original point. It is noted that the number of branches
equals the additional momentum L; equivalently, the wave
undergoes a phase change of 2πL for walking around one
cycle in the azimuthal direction. For comparison, we also
plot the crests of the theoretical pattern as dashed lines in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), which coincides with both the numeri-
cal and experimental results.
The designed metasurface also works with a variation of

the working frequency and source position. For instance, if
we change the experimental frequency to 10 kHz for
the same designed metasurface [Fig. 3(c)], we can still
achieve a similar six-branched spiral wave field, except the
wavelength is changed from 32.4 to 28.7 mm. In another
case, we place the source at (−15, 0) mm instead of the
origin; the measured wave pattern is shown in Fig. 3(d).
Again, a spiral wave front with six branches, indicating
L ¼ 6, is found. The wave field with a generic source
position can be explained by the Huygens-Fresnel
principle, with the phase outside the metasurface being
approximated as

ϕoutðx; yÞ ¼ Lθ þ kðs1 þ s2Þ þ ϕ0; ð3Þ

having the same target angular momentum L, where s2¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðRcosθ−x0Þ2þðRsinθ−y0Þ2
p

and (x0, y0) is the position

FIG. 3. (a) Full wave simulation results of an illusion metasur-
face imparting an angular momentum of L ¼ 6 to a point source,
with the illusion effect schematically shown in the inset.
(b) Experimentally measured A0 wave field at 8 kHz. The point
source is placed at the center. (c) Experimentally tested wave field
at 10 kHz. (d) Experimentally measured wave field at 8 kHz; the
source is placed at (−15, 0) mm. In all subplots, crests of wave
profiles, from Eq. (3), are plotted as dashed lines accordingly.
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of the actual point source, s1 ¼ jðxþ iyÞe−iθ − Rj ≅
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

x2 þ y2
p − R. Crests of the theoretical profile predicted
by Eq. (3) are plotted as dashed gray lines in Fig. 3(d),
matching the experimental results.
It should be noted that the two demonstrated metasur-

faces make illusions of a single point source. In both cases,
the amplitude of the wave pattern on the metasurface
boundary changes only slightly. Hence, as a prerequisite
of keeping a high value of the transmittance, we just need to
tune the phases of metasurfaces. We need only to utilize
three-turned unit cells for the design of the above two
metasurfaces. As a further step, we now demonstrate the
case with a changing wave amplitude on the metasurface
boundary as our final example. As shown in Fig. 4(a), a
source splitter is designed to mimic a wave pattern of two
sources with opposite phases from a single physical point
source at origin. The two virtual sources are set at positions
ð0;�aÞ ¼ ð0;�20Þ mm, respectively, and the designed
frequency is 8 kHz. Then the metasurface has to satisfy
a phase discontinuity of

Arg½Hð1Þ
0 ðkr1Þ −Hð1Þ

0 ðkr2Þ� − Arg½Hð1Þ
0 ðkrÞ�;

where r1;2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðR cos θÞ2 þ ðR sin θ ∓ aÞ2
p

and Hð1Þ
0 ð·Þ is

the zeroth-order Hankel function of the first kind. However,
due to the interference of the two target virtual sources, the
amplitude also varies greatly on the metasurface boundary.
In this case, we need to have unit cells possessing adequate
phase shifts (0 to 2π) and transmittances (0 to 1) simulta-
neously. By changing thewidth d and the number of turns to
incorporate resonance, a very low to high transmission
amplitude can be achieved. As an example, Fig. 4(b) shows

the phase discontinuityΔϕ (black line) and amplitude of the
transmitted wave jtj (dashed red line) of a two-turn unit cell
with l ¼ 15 mm and d ¼ 1 mm, as a function of h at 8 kHz.
The amplitude of transmitted waves can be as low as zero
whenh ¼ 3.76 mmand can be freely tuned due to a twisting
mode resonance; see Supplemental Material [45]. We note
that mode conversions to SH0 and S0 modes are avoided due
to symmetry of the designed structure [45]. Based on this
mechanism, six types of unit cells with different widths d
and different numbers of turns are utilized to construct this
metasurface. Details of each unit cell are provided in
Ref. [45]. Figure 4(c) presents the experimentally measured
A0 wave field at 8 kHz. Thewave is excited by a point source
at the origin, and an interference pattern is observed outside
the metasurface. Because of the low transmittance of some
unit cells, the amplitude inside the metasurface is much
larger than that outside. The theoretical wave fronts at zero
phase are plotted as dashed lines outside the metasurface for
comparison. It is worth noting that the amplitude on the x
axis is nearly zero as an indication of amplitude control to
obtain the target interference pattern, such that waves
propagating in the upper and lower planes can have a π
phase lag with each other. Although resonance is employed,
there is still an acceptable bandwidth for operation [45], e.g.,
at 8.2 kHz [Fig. 4(d)], except the wavelength of the circular
wave front is changed from 32.4 to 31.9 mm.
The illusion devices described above are just a few

examples; more elaborate illusion effects are expected in
future works, such as combining the power of two or more
sources for omnidirectional radiation or making an arbi-
trary scatterer appear as a very different one originally in
the electromagnetic and acoustic cases [6,8]. Therefore, a
variety of promising applications are expected based on the
proposed strategies. For example, the source transformer
imparting an additional angular momentum provides an
additional degree of freedom for signal modulation [26],
and the source splitter can be used as compact devices with
phased array sources for nondestructive testing and ultra-
sonic imaging [49]. It is worth noting that bulk metama-
terials with extreme or negative refractive indices are often
required for illusion devices from the transformation
approach. Nevertheless, our metasurfaces are quite com-
pact, with a thickness less than half of the wavelength.
The source shifter and source transformer are designed

without using the resonant mechanism. Thus, they are able
to work broadband with high power output. For the source
shifter, we have achieved a correlation coefficient between
the target and experimentally realized pattern over 0.7 (3 dB
drop in amplitude from the ideal value of 1) from 10 to
13.5 kHz. The source transformer works over a frequency
range of 6 to 10 kHzwith the same 3 dB drop and, thus, with
a bandwidth more than 50% of the central frequency.
Moreover, when we change the position of the source,
the corresponding target phase ϕtar and the original phase
ϕori are found to have approximately the same difference so

FIG. 4. Source splitter metasurface. (a) The target profile
from two point sources at ð0;�20Þ mm with opposite phases
at 8 kHz, with the illusion effect schematically shown in the inset.
(b) The phase discontinuity Δϕ (black line) and the amplitude of
transmitted waves jtj (dashed red line) of a two-turn unit cell
with l ¼ 15 mm and d ¼ 1 mm, as a function of h at 8 kHz.
(c) Experimentally measured A0 wave field at 8 kHz.
(d) Experimentally tested pattern at 8.2 kHz. In subplots (a),
(c), and (d), crests of the target pattern are plotted as gray lines.
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that the same devices are still valid, as illustrated in Figs. 2(e)
and 3(d), as generic illusion effects. For example, as shown
numerically in Ref. [45], the source transformer can still
preserve a six-branched spiral pattern when setting the
source at (10, 10) mm.
In summary, we have developed a generic framework to

make source illusions for A0 mode Lamb waves using
compact elastic metasurfaces. As examples, we designed
and experimentally demonstrated three all-direction illusion
devices to shift the position of a point source, to impart
additional angularmomentum, and to split a point source into
two, respectively.The demonstrated illusioneffects are robust
against a change of working frequency and position of the
source. Without requiring form invariance of the governing
equation in elastodynamics to achieve illusion effects, the
proposed approach paves the way to more “transformation-
approach”-type applications to control elastic waves.
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